Spring 2023

Council on Middle East Studies Colloquium

February 2 12:00 pm

The Right Kind of Suffering: Gender, Sexuality, and Arab Asylum Seekers in America
RHODA KANAANEH – INSANIYYAT, THE SOCIETY FOR PALESTINIAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS

February 9 12:00 pm

The Labour Movement in Lebanon: Power on Hold
LEA BOU KHATER – THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT
Online Webinar | RSVP: https://tinyurl.com/Lea-Bou-Khater

March 30 12:00 pm

Integrating Iranian Jews: Education, the Press, and National Belonging in Modern Iran
DANIELLA FARAH – RICE UNIVERSITY

April 13 12:00 pm

Paradoxes of Care: Children and Global Medical Aid in Egypt
RANIA KASSAB SWEIS – UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND

April 20 12:00 pm

Does Skill Make Us Human? Migrant Workers in 21st Century Qatar and Beyond
NATASHA ISKANDER – NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

*Unless otherwise noted, all lectures will be held at 203 Luce Hall, 34 Hillhouse Avenue